
Reading the Bible Means Opening a Treasury 

Somewhere I once read that a problem with modern Christians is that they tend to read the 

Bible not as a treasury to enrich their understanding of God and the universe, but as an arsenal 

for attacking any idea that they fear.  

In what will be a collection of blog series, I intend to explore some ideas about reading the 

Scriptures as that treasury from which we encounter the depths of the wisdom of God.   I will be 

quoting some Patristic writers, some modern Orthodox writers as well as biblical commentators 

from other traditions. 

In a world of great uncertainty, many believers are grasping for an assurance of salvation, an 

infallible certainty about what the Scriptures mean.  In so doing, they sometimes rob the 

Scriptures of their vitality and depth: that they speak across the ages, across languages, across 

social borders, and across denominational barriers to all the people of the world.   They do speak 

to me personally, but their purpose and meaning is not limited to or by my understanding of 

them. 

―O the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his 

judgments and how inscrutable his ways!‖    (Romans 11:33) 

It is our own insecurities that cause us to fear the depth of the riches and wisdom and 

knowledge of God, and to try to tame them and conform them to something we understand, and 

perhaps believe we can control.  

We 21st Century Christians are inheritors of the theological battles in the Christian West between 

Protestant Reformers and the Roman Catholic Church.  Part of that inheritance is a Protestant 

reaction against the notion that only “the Church” could know or understand Scriptures.  

Protestantism rejected what they saw as fanciful interpretations of the Bible in favor of what 

they thought was a method that opened the Bible to anyone: just read it literally, plain and 

simple.  This they felt anyone could do, and thus the Church and Tradition were not necessary 

for all one needed was the Bible alone (sola scriptura).    The literal reading of Scripture 

however is also a method of interpretation, for the Bible does not say it must be read literally, 

and there is no doubt that portions of the New Testament clearly interpret passages of the Old 

Testament allegorically.  Jesus spoke in parables, and interpreted some passages of the Old 
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Testament as prototypes of the truth.   Scripture thus does not only or always interpret itself 

literally. 

So while reading biblical texts literally is a possible and legitimate way to interpret the text, if 

one only reads the text in this manner, one will miss the depth and the riches which they 

obviously contain.  A demand for a solely literal interpretation of the Bible can take us as far 

away from what the Scriptures say as could interpretations by the Roman Church which 

Protestantism rejected.  Of course, one may not need to know how Christians in other 

generations and places understood a particular text, but one will lose some of the depth of the 

Bible if one ignores these interpretations. 

My intention in this series of blogs, and the other series that will be related to it, is to encourage 

us to think more about how we read the Bible.  Instead of rushing to the footnotes to find out 

what the text means (which really makes the footnotes the inspired Scripture rather than the 

text itself), as necessary and important as that may be, I want to encourage that we wrestle with 

the texts in our hearts and minds as we engage in reading the Bible.   We should not shy away 

from problems in understanding the Bible, but embrace them as revealing to us that the texts 

are deep and sometimes mysterious.  We are encountering the divine after all, why assume that 

it will be totally comprehensible to fallen human beings?   A problematic text may be given to us 

by God exactly to help us realize that our human logic and understanding at times are not 

enough to comprehend a text.  The prophets of the Old Testament were sometimes speaking 

about things which they only saw in a shadowy way and whose true meaning was not revealed 

until centuries later in the coming of the Messiah. 

An oft quoted passage from the New Testament tells us something about the purpose of Holy 

Scriptures:  ―All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for 

correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, equipped 

for every good work‖  (2 Timothy 3:16-17).   Rather strangely some use this passage in an 

attempt to prove that all scripture must be interpreted literally.  Yet the passage makes no 

mention of reading anything literally.  The point of the passage is that ALL SCRIPTURE, even 

the boring passages and the difficult passages and the passages we normally like to skip over and 

the literally unbelievable passages, have meaning and a purpose for us.   2 Timothy 3:16-17 is 

pushing us to search for that meaning in both the obvious and the obscure passages.   The Bible 

is not meant only to inform our minds, but also to form our hearts and our faith, to reform our 

sinful ways and to conform us to the holiness  and  image of God. 



Reading the Bible: The Treasury of Parables. 

Parables, which are one of the ways by which Jesus taught us the values of the Kingdom of 

Heaven, naturally require some form of interpretation.  The Twelve living with Jesus daily were 

themselves not clear about the interpretation of the parables and asked Jesus to explain his 

stories to them (Matthew 13:36, 15:15).  A parable is a story that literally makes sense, but its 

meaning has to be discerned and deciphered.  The use of parable by Jesus is a strong indication 

that He meant for His followers to study his words and to discern their meaning.   His parables 

point out to us that Jesus spoke using metaphor and image to offer thoughts about things like 

the Kingdom of Heaven and its values, rather than relying purely on straight lecture when 

teaching the Twelve and us how to live and how to be His disciples. 

In Mark 4:33-34, we are told that Jesus always spoke and taught in parables, much to the 

consternation of the Twelve who questioned Him about why He used parables rather than 

speaking plainly to the people  (Matthew 13:10, Mark 4:10-12, Luke 8:9-10, John 16:25-30).  Of 

course the disciples are asking Him to explain to them the parables – they may be concerned 

that the public couldn’t possibly understand His stories, but mostly because they themselves 

didn’t know how to interpret them! 

What exactly is a parable? 

―A parable presents a spiritual truth, but not every detail of the parable should be taken as an 

article of faith.‖  (Blessed Theophylact, EXPLANATION OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. 

JOHN, p 55) 

A parable is a story which presents a truth, but one has to glean the lesson or the moral from the 

story though meditation and prayer.  A parable is not identical to an allegory in that in an 

allegory each detail/character stands for something else.  The details of a parable do not 

necessarily each stand for something else, for the parable must be considered as a unit and a 

whole to learn its profound lesson.  Jesus Himself however does interpret His own parable of the 

sower in an allegorical fashion (Matthew 13:37-43) which is why allegory was such a positive 

and proper way for ancient Christians to interpret other texts in Scripture:  they were simply 

following the method of their Master. 

―The Lord Jesus Christ Himself often made use of parables from nature – things and 

happenings from this world – as aids to teach men.  And He often took ordinary things and 
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occurrences in His teaching, to show the nourishment these kernels give, and how deep are the 

things that are hidden within them.  Ordinary people seek some meaning in strange and rare 

events, like shooting stars, earthquakes, great wars and so forth, but rare are those who seek 

and find a spiritual meaning in the ordinary, in the most common daily happenings.  The 

rarest among all the rare who have ever walked the earth, the Lord Jesus Himself, deliberately 

took the most ordinary things from this life in order to reveal to men the mysteries of eternal 

life.  What is more ordinary than salt, yeast, a tree growing from a mustard seed, the sun, 

sparrows, grass and wild lilies, wheat and tares, rock and sand?  None of those who look every 

day at these things with their eyes alone could imagine seeking in them the hidden mysteries of 

the Kingdom of God.  But Christ paused by just such objects and called men‘s attention to them, 

revealing immeasurable heavenly mysteries hidden under their outward form.  In the same 

way, the Lord made use of simple, ordinary occurrences to present and explain the whole of 

man‘s spiritual life, the whole history of man‘s fall and salvation, the end of the world, the Last 

Judgment and God‘s mercy towards sinners.‖  (St. Nikolai Velimirovic, HOMILIES  Vol 2, p 

212) 

Jesus used parables to challenge people to rethink their values and their own understanding of 

God’s Kingdom.  He used them to teach the “upside down” values of the Kingdom of God:  the 

Kingdom is not going to operate based on the rules of logic and fairness which appeal to 

humans, for it is a Kingdom whose justice is based in the love of God.  The Parable confronts 

and challenges the thinking and reasoning of the listener, and those who do not want to be 

challenged will be blind and deaf to the message, and will then be judged for their stubbornness 

of heart (Matthew 13:11-16). 

―Finally, and most importantly, if by some chance we really do hear these stories, we often do 

not like what they are saying.  They challenge our quest for wealth and power, our sense of 

fair play, the facile optimism with which we can view the world around us.  If we were to take 

them seriously, these stories would threaten civilization as we know it.  They shove us on at 

times, at other times pull us back; they are too forceful, too demanding.  And we long for 

preachers and commentators who will reassure us that the stories don‘t really mean what we 

think they do; like children awakened into reality by a harsh noise, all we want is someone 

who will tell us that it is alright to go back to sleep.‖   (C. McCarthy & W. Riley, THE OLD 

TESTAMENT SHORT STORY: EXPLORATIONS IN NARRATIVE SPIRITUALITY,  p194) 

 Reading the Bible: The Treasury of Allegory 
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Allegory is an interpretive way to read a biblical text in which things in the text stand for or 

mean something other than what they literally are.  The New Testament uses allegory as one 

means to interpret the Old Testament.  For example St. Paul writes in Galatians 4:22-31,   ―For it 

is written that Abraham had two sons, one by a slave and one by a free woman. But the son of 

the slave was born according to the flesh, the son of the free woman through promise. Now this 

is an allegory: these women are two covenants. One is from Mount Sinai, bearing children for 

slavery; she is Hagar.  Now Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia; she corresponds to the present 

Jerusalem, for she is in slavery with her children. But the Jerusalem above is free, and she is 

our mother. … Now we, brethren, like Isaac, are children of promise.  But as at that time he 

who was born according to the flesh persecuted him who was born according to the Spirit, so it 

is now. … So, brethren, we are not children of the slave but of the free woman.‖  In the text 

Paul interprets the real women Hagar and Sarah to stand for two types of covenants; he 

interprets the real persons, Hagar and Sarah, to mean something other than just being two 

women.  This method of interpretation does not deny the literal meaning of the text, but says 

there is a deeper meaning if you read the text with the right understanding.  If you take the time 

to study Paul’s allegory, you realize it is quite complex, and far beyond that to which the plain 

reading of the passage leads.  Because the New Testament does use allegory in interpreting the 

Old, it has been considered by Christians an acceptable interpretive method for other texts as 

well.  It was abuses of allegory in interpreting scriptures which caused many Reformers to reject 

it as a legitimate method of reading the Bible.  Some feel the Reformers reaction is an example 

of throwing the baby out with the bath water. 

 ―…whatever language the Fathers use to describe their exegetical practice (and there is no 

great consistency here), they all interpret Scripture in a way we would call allegorical, and 

allegoria is the usual word the Latin Fathers use from the fourth century onwards to 

characterize the deeper meaning they are seeking in the Scriptures.  Some of the Fathers, it is 

true, attack what they call allegory and its use; but what they are attacking are the results 

(particularly the results that Origen came up with) and not the method.  …  Even the 

Antiochene Fathers admit of a deeper spiritual meaning (which they call not allegoria but the 

‗contemplative‘ meaning—kata theorian).   …   the idea that the text means what the author 

meant it to mean—the idea, almost, that the meaning of a text is a past historical event—give 

us a sense that the meaning of a text is something objective, something unproblematic. …  

(Augustine) takes it for granted that the meaning of a text is what the author intended   

(Andrew Louth, DISCERNING THE MYSTERY: AN ESSAY ON THE NATURE OF THEOLOGY, 

pp 96-98) 
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For example, St. Gregory of Nyssa in looking at a passage from Genesis, writes: 

―But let us, if we may, interpret the meaning of the sacred history (Gen 12:1-4) according to the 

profound insight of the Apostle (Hebr 11:8-10) by transposing the story to an allegorical level, 

even though we allow the validity of the literal meaning.‖     (FROM GLORY TO GLORY, p 119) 

St. Gregory claims in allegorizing to simply be following the pattern of interpretation already 

established in the Scriptures themselves.  That texts within the Scriptures are reread and re-

interpreted and given new meaning can be seen in how St. Paul in 1 Corinthians 10:1-5 makes 

use of Exodus 17:1-7.  

St. John Chrysostom, who like many in the Antiochian school of biblical interpretation, 

downplays allegory in interpreting Scriptures acknowledges: 

 ―We ourselves are not the lords over the rules of interpretation, but must pursue scripture‘s 

understanding of itself, and in that may make use of the allegorical method.‖              ―This is 

everywhere a rule in Scripture: when it wants to allegorize, it tells the interpreters of the 

allegory, so that the passage will not be interpreted superficially‖   (Brevard Childs, THE 

STRUGGLE TO UNDERSTAND ISAIAH AS CHRISTIAN SCRIPTURE, p 106) 

Chrysostom’s claim that the Scriptures are clear about when allegory is needed to interpret the 

text is not so obvious in St. Paul interpreting Exodus mentioned above, nor in 1 Corinthians 9:7-

11 or 1 Timothy 5:17-18 where St. Paul takes Deuteronomy 25:4 (a completely straight forward 

passage which seems certain to be read literally) and gives it an entirely new meaning. 

Reading the Bible Literally 

It has been said that you can find a verse in the Bible to justify just about any thought or 

behavior.  Most believers, however, do recognize that taking verses willy-nilly out of context and 

quoting them does not in any way reflect truly understanding them nor does it bring us to the 

message that God wishes for us to understand from them.  Part of what the 16th Century 

Reformers alleged against  Roman Catholicism was the Church’s ability and willingness to 

justify most any practice by quoting some verse of scripture regardless of how the verse had to 

be twisted or decontextualized to give it the meaning claimed.   This pushed the Protestants 

toward accepting only “the plain” or literalist interpretation of the text, which they naively in 

turn imagined would be free of human error.  Yet nothing has so relativized the scriptures, and 
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caused endless denominations from dividing from the rest of Christendom than the rejection of 

Church tradition and authority in interpreting the Bible. 

Arguing for the literal meaning of a verse of course doesn’t stop people from decontextualizing 

and “proof texting” – using verses to uphold any belief or practice one wants to defend.  The 

problem remains the same – the Scriptures were written by those inspired by God AND were 

accepted and interpreted within a living community.  The text of the Bible is proven to be true in 

and by the experience of the Christian people who are also inspired by God.   There is no perfect 

divine copy of the Bible which is pure truth without human mediation.   The Bible is God’s 

Word, but God spoke through the prophets and inspired humans to write it down; God did not 

try to free the scriptures from human influence or mediation.   Rather God chose humans to be 

His heralds of the divine revelation and used their languages and cultural concepts to convey 

His eternal truths.  

The New Testament has numerous quotes from the Old Testament which it claims are 

prophecies of Christ – but the texts in their original context don’t necessarily say they point to 

Christ.  For that is the Christian community’s understanding of these texts; it is the community 

of believers which sees in the text the fulfillment of God’s promises and prophecies.  The New 

Testament, which is the Christian understanding of the Old Testament promises and 

prophecies, doesn’t just read the Old literally; it sees in the Old a deeper meaning which is 

revealed only in Christ.  The literal reading is but one reading of the text, and may not be the 

most important one.  The Church followed a Christocentric reading of the Old Testament, not 

necessarily a literal reading.  As Jesus said in John 5:39-40, the scriptures bear witness to Him, 

they don’t have eternal life in them; rather the scriptures serve to bring us to Christ. 

Consider for example the Twelve and the women disciples of the Lord first being confronted by 

the empty tomb on that first Paschal morning: 

―So, neither seeing Christ on the cross, nor the report about the empty tomb, nor even the 

encounter with the risen Christ prompted the disciples, finally, to know the Lord: the tomb is 

empty, but this in itself is ambiguous, and when he appears he is not immediately recognized.  

Rather, the disciples come to recognize the Lord as the one whose passion is spoken of by the 

Scriptures (meaning, the ‗Old Testament‘), and who is encountered in the breaking of the 

bread.  Consuming Christ‘s offering, they become his body.  These two complementary ways—

the engagement with the Scriptures (understanding how Christ ‗died according to the 

Scriptures and was raised according to the Scriptures‘ [1 Cor 15:3-5]), and the participation in 
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the Lord‘s meal (‗proclaiming his death until he come‘ [1 Cor 11:26])—specify what St. Paul 

claims he had received and then handed down, or ‗traditioned,‘ to later generations (cf. 1 Cor 

11:23, 15:3).‖    (John Behr in THINKING THROUGH FAITH: NEW PERSPECTIVES FROM 

ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS, p 74) 

Even when facing the bare facts of the empty tomb, the men and women disciples of Christ still 

needed some explanation to be given to them before they began to realize what had happened.  

They have encounters with the risen Lord who explains to them the Scriptures, who eats with 

them, and in these encounters the facts are made alive and real.  

―Every word, both as a separate unit and within the context of the sentence in which it is 

written, has to be interpreted by the reader‘s mind.  There is no such thing as a ‗literal‘ 

meaning of any sentence, since the whole point of writing is that thoughts and ideas be 

communicated through words.  The thoughts and feelings of the writer are made available to 

the thoughts and feelings of the reader, in order that communication can occur as a sort of 

resonance between the experience of the writer and that of the reader.‖   (Meletios Webber, 

BREAD & WATER, WINE & OIL: AN ORTHODOX EXPERIENCE OF GOD, p 67) 

 ―…the Church‘s spiritual elders have always recognized that truth is more than sheer fact, and 

the Scripture speaks more in the figurative language of poetry than in the analytical language 

of science.  This is because truth is ultimately ineffable. … While the fathers placed different 

emphases on the historical value of any given Old Testament passage, they were united in their 

tendency to look beyond its purely historical significance in order to discover the deeper, 

higher or fuller meaning that God Himself, acting through the Holy Spirit, wished to convey… 

typology is in fact an aspect or function of the larger interpretive process of allegory.‖     (John 

Breck,  LONGING FOR GOD: ORTHODOX REFLECTIONS ON BIBLE, ETHICS, AND 

LITURGY, pp  31, 44-45) 

St. Paul and the Literal Truth 

―I sometimes marvel that God chose to risk his revelation in the ambiguities of language.  If he 

had wanted to make sure that the truth was absolutely clear, without any possibility of 

misunderstanding, he should have revealed his truth by means of mathematics.  Mathematics 

is the most precise, unambiguous language we have.  But then, of course, you can‘t say ‗I love 

you‘ in algebra. …     The fixity of the word on paper, removed from the nuances and 

ambiguities of the living voice, gives an illusion of preciseness and seems to invite matching 
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preciseness in the reader.  … If we don‘t understand how metaphor works we will 

misunderstand most of what we read in the Bible. … for the word on the page gives the 

impression of being literal, composed as it is of letters fixed on the page in indelible ink.  And of 

being unchanging—if we return to a page that we left off reading three days ago and re-read 

it, it is exactly the same as when we left it.  That cannot be said of a voiced conversation.‖  

(Eugene Peterson, EAT THIS BOOK: A CONVERSATION IN THE ART OF SPIRITUAL 

READING, pp 93-94) 

In every sense of the word, modern notions about the literal truth of the Bible are very much 

shaped by the existence of books and printing presses.   A book gives us the impression that the 

words are fixed, and so their meaning must be fixed as well.  We have to remember however that 

books and printing presses didn’t exist at the time of Christ, nor for 14 centuries after the time of 

Christ.  So the ancient sense of the truth of biblical text was not shaped by the unchanging 

nature of the printed word.   Language and words were alive, not dead letters on a page, and so 

the ancient Christians were comfortable with notions of truth which included varied meanings 

for the biblical text. 

 ―The church fathers, however, took it as self-evident that the words of the Bible often had 

multiple meanings and the plain sense did not exhaust their meaning.‖  (Robert Louis Wilken, 

THE SPIRIT OF EARLY CHRISTIAN THOUGHT, p 70) 

Just for the sake of example, Genesis 2:24 says that a man leaves his parents and is joined to his 

wife as one flesh – perfectly understandable in its literal form.  St. Paul however makes very 

specific use of this text.  After quoting Genesis 2:24, he wrote, ―This is a great mystery, and I 

take it to mean Christ and the church…‖ (Ephesians 5:32).  St. Paul takes the text of Genesis and 

says its real meaning is figurative not literal.   God’s revelation recorded in Genesis finds its 

fulfillment and meaning in Christ and in the Church.   The literal reading of Genesis would never 

get you to that truth – to the fullness of the text’s meaning – only a Christocentric reading can. 

Because of the way St. Paul interprets the Old Testament, St. Augustine in his LITERAL 

COMMENTARY ON GENESIS declared, ―No Christian would dare say that the [words of 

Scripture] are not to be taken figuratively.‖   He cites in defense of his idea the interpretation of 

the Old Testament that St. Paul himself uses in 1 Corinthians 10:11 (―Now these things 

happened to them as a warning, but they were written down for our instruction, upon whom 

the end of the ages has come.‖   The RSV’s ―as a warning‖  is the Greek word ―typikos‖ -  a type 

or as Augustine’s latin said, “figuratively”) and also in Ephesians 5:31-32 (where Paul 
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figuratively interprets Genesis 2:24 – about a man leaving his mother to cling to his wife – to 

refer to Christ and the Church rather than interpreting it literally).  Augustine like most of the 

Patristic writers assumed scriptures have a meaning which is deeper than any plain reading of 

the text can reveal.  He assumed that scripture has multiple levels of meaning and the believer’s 

task is to discover those meanings.  The Patristic Writers could point to the many texts in the 

New Testament where the Old Testament is read and interpreted by non-literal methods. 

 Patristic Literalism: Read for the Full Meaning 

―When you read Holy Scripture, perceive its hidden meanings.  ‗For whatever was written in 

past times was written for our instruction.‘‖  (St. Mark the Ascetic, PHILOKALIA,  Vol 1, p 112) 

When reading the first book of the Bible, we might also remember the words of St. Augustine 

 (d. 430AD) who in his own commentary on that book warned against pitting Genesis against 

science and reason, ―In matters that are so obscure and far beyond our vision, we find in Holy 

Scripture passages which can be interpreted in very different ways without prejudice to the 

faith we have received.  In such cases, we should not rush in headlong and so firmly take our 

stand on one side that, if further progress in the search for truth justly undermines that 

position, we too fall with it.‖   Long before the modern debate between science and religion, 

Augustine almost presciently can imagine that progress in the human understanding of things 

might show us truths that contradict a literal reading of scripture.   He warns Christians not to 

rush into that trap and to be cautious when speaking about things (like science) that may 

through further observation and reason be shown to be true yet are not taught by the 

Scriptures.   

St. Clement of Alexandria (d.211 AD) argued that meaning of scriptures is hidden intentionally 

so that we are forced to seek out their meaning.  He takes what Jesus says about parables in 

Mark 4:11-13 (―To you has been given the secret of the kingdom of God, but for those outside 

everything is in parables; so that they may indeed see but not perceive, and may indeed hear 

but not understand; lest they should turn again, and be forgiven.‖), and applies the teaching of 

Christ to the entirety of the Bible.  We either are going to be dull and tired of God’s Word, or we 

are going to work hard to try to understand its meaning even when it is hidden from us.   

Theodoret of Cyrus (d. 457AD) acknowledges there is meaning concealed in the text of the 

scriptures, but he believes it is God Himself who will reveal the meaning of the text to us: 
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Previous scholars have promised to resolve apparent problems in holy Scripture by explicating 

the sense of some, indicating the background of others, and, in a word, clarifying whatever 

remains unclear to ordinary people. …  trusting not in myself, of course, but in the one who 

dictated this manner of composition for the Scriptures, as it belongs to him to bring to the fore 

the meaning concealed in the text.  He it was, after all, who in the sacred Gospels presented his 

teaching in parables and the provided the interpretation of what had been in riddles.  My 

appeal, therefore, shall be to gain illumination of the mind from him, so I may endeavor to 

penetrate the innermost sanctuary of the most Holy Spirit.‖  (THE QUESTIONS ON THE 

OCTATEUCH  Vol 1, pp 3-5) 

The Patristic authors saw clearly in Scriptures that the use of symbolism and metaphor was very 

common.  This made them comfortable with what we might call more “spiritual” rather than 

literal readings of Scriptures.  For example, St. John Chrysostom (d. 407AD) writes: 

―For Isaiah himself said that wolves and sheep would share the same pasture [Is.11:6 and 

65:25]… If someone were to take all of these expressions literally, much of it would be 

meaningless.  It is necessary to understand that the ideas are symbolized in this way for the 

sake of embellishment.  What is symbolized here? Wolves and sheep refer to types of people: 

the savage and the gentle.‖   (quoted in Gus Christo’s THE CHURCH’S IDENTITY, p 244) 

The Orthodox reading of the Scriptural Treasury. 

There is little doubt that Christians shared with Jewish rabbis a strong belief that all Scriptures 

were inspired by God and that the reader of the biblical text needs to mine from the text all of 

the wisdom, power and knowledge which God has put into the text.  In the 3rd Century, the 

famous Christian biblical commentator, Origen, was a prolific exegete, commenting on a vast 

array of scriptural texts.  He certainly was part of that well established tradition which sought to 

discover all the wisdom and knowledge which God may have put in the Scriptures.  Origen was a 

brilliant expositor of the meaning hidden in the words of the scriptural texts.  Unfortunately he 

also held some beliefs which were not accepted by the Church as a whole, and those 

unconventional teachings were eventually condemned by the Church and the faithful were 

discouraged from reading his works.  Nevertheless, Origen’s methods and his prolific work to 

comment on the Christian Scriptures were imitated by others for generations in Christian 

history.  His influence in getting bishops and teachers to look beyond the mere literal reading of 

the text is seen in the number of modern biblical scholars who write about him.  For example, 
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Peter Bouteneff in his BEGINNINGS: ANCIENT CHRISTIAN READINGS OF THE BIBLICAL 

CREATION NARRATIVES (pp 98-118) writes: 

 ―For Origen, Scripture‘s usefulness and importance are not primarily historical but moral, 

pastoral, and, finally, soteriological. … He states that the belief that Scripture ought to be 

interpreted according to the bare letter is tantamount to saying that it was composed by 

human beings alone, without inspiration. … The purpose of allegory, then, is to uncover 

Scripture‘s latent sense, the embedded rule of faith.  As we will see again farther on, this rule, 

Scripture‘s inner sense, is ultimately distilled in the person of Christ himself.  …  describing the 

pitfalls of a bare, literal reading of Scripture, for example, in the prophecies found in both 

Moses and the Prophets. (He calls such a reading Jewish because it fails to find Christ.)  The 

further hazard of an overly literal reading (or one unguided by good teachers) is that it will be 

insensitive to the awesome mystery behind the words and thus produce an anthropomorphic 

portraiture of God.‖ 

In other words, for Origen, the importance of the Scriptures lies not in the factual recounting of 

past historical events, but how the Bible can and does speak to current believers about salvation, 

about how to live in this world morally, about how to guide us in our every day thinking and 

behavior, and in shaping our understanding of God.  Origen is concerned literally about what 

St. Paul tells Timothy scripture is for:  ―All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for 

teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of God 

may be complete, equipped for every good work‖ (2 Timothy 3:16-17).   The literal truth of 

Scriptures is not so much their “factualness” regarding history but rather the truth they convey 

to us about God, His plan of Salvation, and how we should live in His world.   Bouteneff 

continues with an example: 

 ―The aim of the Holy Spirit is ‗to envelop [clothe] and hide secret mysteries in ordinary words 

under the pretext of narrative… [i.e.] an account of visible things.‘  Origen‘s example …is the 

biblical account of the creation of the world and the first human being…Origen believes that 

the Holy Spirit even inserts what he calls…stumbling blocks…things that could not possibly 

have occurred in history—in order to shake people out of an overly simplistic or literal 

reading. …  (Origen argues) The Genesis account ―enshrines certain deeper truths than the 

mere historical narrative,…and contains a spiritual meaning almost throughout, using ‗the 

letter‘ as a kind of veil to hide profound and mystical doctrines‖ …    (Origen writes:) ―To what 

person of intelligence, I ask, will the account seem logically consistent that says there was a 

‗first day‘ and a ‗second‘ and a ‗third,‘ in which also ‗evening‘ and ‗morning‘ are named, without 
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a sun, without a moon, and without stars, and even in the case of the first day without a 

heaven?  And who will be found simple enough to believe that like some farmer ‗God planted 

trees in the garden of Eden, in the east‘ and that he planted ‗the tree of life‘ in it, that is a visible 

tree that could be touched, so that someone could eat of this tree with corporeal teeth and gain 

life, and further, could eat of another tree and receive the knowledge of ‗good and evil?‘  

Moreover, we find that God is said to stroll in the garden in the afternoon and Adam to hide 

under a tree.  Surely, I think no one doubts that these statements are made by Scripture in the 

form of a figure… by which they point toward certain mysteries.‖   …   [Origen] concluded that 

Scripture had indeed been dictated to Moses by the Holy Spirit, to the very last letter…Yet the 

Holy Spirit dictated not history but stories that contained complexities and difficulties, with 

the intention of inviting readers into the deepest and most serious engagement.‖ (pp 98-118) 

Origen: Discerning the Mystery in Scripture’s Treasury 

Origen acknowledge there is a literal sense to the scriptures, and he often felt that literal sense 

was most important to those who were just beginning their faith sojourn as disciples of Christ.   

But Origen was most concerned about what St. Paul tells Timothy scripture is for:  ―All scripture 

is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in 

righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good work‖ (2 

Timothy 3:16-17).   The literal truth of Scriptures is not so much their “factualness” but the truth 

they convey to us about God, His plan of Salvation, and how we should live in His world.  This 

was the deeper meaning, or hidden mystery, which Origen felt all Christians should strive to 

discover from the Bible. 

What Origen acknowledged first was that a literal reading of the Scriptures will make the reader 

aware that the biblical narratives do have inconsistencies in them.   This is true of the Gospels as 

well as the Old Testament. 

―Origen points out, there are so many discrepancies in the accounts presented by the Gospels, 

that one must admit that their truth does not lie in their literal sense.‖   (John Behr,  THE WAY 

TO NICEA, p 177) 

While some patristic writers went to great length to try to harmonize the varied biblical 

narratives and their apparent contradictions, Origen was willing to accept that since all 

Scripture is inspired by God, the inconsistencies must be put in the text for a purpose – to 

remind us that there are deeper mysteries and so we shouldn’t get stuck on the literal 
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inconsistencies but rather should strive to discover the deeper truths that must be found by 

getting beyond the literal reading.   Origen understood that as the early church accepted four 

Gospel accounts, they didn’t accept those efforts that tried to harmonize all the inconsistencies 

into one problem free text (such as Tatian’s Diatessaron in the 2nd Century).  Harmonizing the 

text did not lend to the credibility of the text but rather made it an artificial construction.  The 

differing and even contradictory accounts of the Scriptures are part of what the men inspired by 

God recorded for the benefit of future believers to edify the Church. 

―…Origin several times remarks that inconsistencies in the historical narrative presented in the 

Scriptures are there to alert us to the fact that the true meaning of Scripture is not to be found 

at the level of the historical narrative (or literal meaning) at all. … ‗he aimed not so much to 

depreciate the events of Biblical history as to proclaim that their significance was richer and 

fuller than an uncomprehending analysis would allow…‖    (Andrew Louth, DISCERNING THE 

MYSTERY: AN ESSAY ON THE NATURE OF THEOLOGY, pp 112-113) 

―…Origen did regard Adam as a historical figure, as the first man and the ancestor of the 

human race.  The story of the garden of Eden and the fall does include details which cannot be 

taken literally even on the narrative level, but it none the less really happened, while at the 

same time, like other Old Testament stories, pointing to hidden mysteries and containing 

deeper levels of meaning as well.‖   (C. P. Bammel, in THE MAKING OF ORTHODOXY: 

ESSAYS IN HONOR OF HENRY CHADWICK,  p 63) 

 ―Origen, however, is continually waving his theological antennae over the literal sense of the 

biblical text.  And if a text fails to satisfy or make sense to him on a literal reading, Origen will 

employ the larger symbolic field he has culled from Scripture as a whole to discern a deeper, 

allegorical sense.  Greek philosophers had done so for years in studying Homer, and in what 

Heine calls ‗one of Origen‘s most significant borrowings from Greek philosophy,‘ Origen does 

the same with the Bible itself.‖   (Christopher Hall, READING SCRIPTURE WITH THE 

CHURCH FATHERS, p 154) 

It is because Origen and the Patristic writers understood the Scriptures to be God’s Word and 

not merely human composition and conjecture that they looked for greater meaning in the 

biblical texts.  They were searching to encounter the Divine, not merely human words and ideas. 

Because they believed the Scriptures to be inspired, they believed they need to look beyond the 

mere literal meaning of the words, in order to encounter God Himself.  Especially in Origen’s 
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thinking, the literal meaning was the human meaning of the text, but they believed the 

Scriptures also pointed beyond the mere human, beyond what human reason could conceive, to 

the divine revelation in which God revealed to us the mystery hidden from all eternity, namely, 

the Word become flesh, even Jesus the Christ (Romans 16:25, Ephesians 3:9, Colossians 1:26). 

  

 

 

 


